


 Typical sources of COVID information… ordered by 
their level of influence (USA)
◦ #1:  Media
◦ #2:  Social Media
◦ #3:  Politicians
◦ #4:  Doctors and scientists with professional, political, 

philosophical, or financial conflicts of interest
◦ #5:  Doctors and scientists without COIs

 My opinion: 
◦ The noise from #1-4 has all but drowned out #5…making it 

nearly impossible for most people to know what’s true





How widespread is the virus globally?

◦Unknown (contrast smallpox, Ebola, MERS)

◦Highly unusual asymptomatic infection profile:  

 Iceland: Half of virus-positive cases had no symptoms

Santa Clara County, CA:  50-85 times more sero-

positivity than documented infection

NYC: As high as 20%???









Hopkins-Daily New Cases US (Thru 5/13)



Current global CFR:  7.0%

True CFR:  The number of unidentified cases 

may be so large that the CFR may be as low as 

0.1-0.3% (similar to “the flu”)

Big caveat: 

◦ It is so contagious it can lead to massive 

peak/overwhelming healthcare system





 COVID-19 presents primarily as a respiratory 
syndrome:
◦Malaise
◦Cough
◦ Fever (Note: not reliable for screening)

◦ Sore throat

◦Shortness of breath
◦GI distress
◦ Loss of taste/smell







Hygiene (new concept)

Don’t touch your face, eyes, nose, mouth

◦Probably the primary means of transmission now

Physical distance

Mask/facial covering?

Limiting groups/crowds

Stay-at-home orders



 If positive…verifies active infection/contagious

 If negative: Currently not infected: 

◦ Some false negatives

 Specimen acquisition?

 Early/late in infection

 Can become positive any time after a negative test



 Awaits FDA approved tests

 Positivity means the person has been previously

infected 

◦Does not prove immunity

 False positives



 Immunity:  

◦Produced several weeks after infection

◦Almost for sure confers short/intermediate immunity

◦Some experts expect significant long-term immunity

 “Neutralizing Antibody Tests”  →

◦ Positivity much more likely to identify immunity

◦One expected to be authorized by 6/1/20



 Virus & Immune Response
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 Where we stand now:

◦ “Immunity Passports” and “Risk-free Certificates”

Some countries considering

Premature:

 No one has a test that certifies complete immunity yet

Privacy issues



Potentially-infected “lepers”

◦China: Hubei Province license plates

◦US state lines

Uninfected “reverse lepers” (paradoxical)

◦Re-engaging in society/employment/etc



Vanishes in summer…returns yearly 

◦True of the 4 “common” CoV strains

Unknown whether this will happen with the 

novel virus

Could come in “waves”





 Initial wave:

◦Uniquely high incidence of asymptomatic infection 

◦Widespread infection occurred long before 

awareness

Nearly every country started “behind the curve”

◦Thus…containment was never an option



 What might be different that could blunt a 
resurgence:
◦Distancing/hygiene/awareness
 Sounds too simple…but may have a major impact

◦Most people will likely self-quarantine when they “just 
have a cold”
◦ These factors could blunt next year’s “flu” season →
 Limit COVID mortality by preventing overwhelming 

healthcare systems



Mild symptoms → Immediate testing

Positive testing → Contact tracing/containment

Hyper-alertness and heightened protection for 

at-risk populations

Herd immunity in some world areas?

◦Even 20% would begin to impact a 2nd wave



Testing of asymptomatic individuals in high-

infectivity environments

◦Urban centers and health clinics

◦Residential/dormitory settings

◦Schools

◦Nursing homes

◦Ships (before boarding)



At least one cycle of resurgence is likely

◦Late 2020/early 2021

Resurgence could be all the way from 

containable…to…out-of-control 

 Institutions, communities, and countries should 

prepare for resurgence



Provides immunity

◦Can’t get the virus

◦Can’t pass on the virus

Unprecedented global focus and effort

Hope: Spring to fall of 2021



 Problems:
◦Average time to produce:  5 years
 Very unlikely before 2nd wave

 Unlikely before 3rd wave

◦Coronavirus family
 4 common strains: Unsuccessful

 MERS: Unsuccessful 

 SARS: Probably successful…but too late

 Shelved, never licensed or used



 There are (literally) hundreds of short, intermediate, and long-
term predictions about the epidemic behavior of COVID

 Can be simplified into three basic groups
◦ There are almost limitless in-between variations of these three

1) COVID behaves like the Spanish Flu 

2) Efforts to “flatten the curve” are repeatedly successful…and 
herd immunity occurs several years from now

3) Successful vaccine



2) Efforts to “flatten the curve” are repeatedly successful
◦ Only media, politicians, and “experts” with ideological axes to grind believe we can 

“crush” the virus by staying at home and with other extreme, disruptive measures
◦ True experts hope that the Social Distancing/mitigation efforts will help “flatten”…but 

know it will not obliterate…the “curve.”  
◦ An unfortunate paradox:  The more successful mitigation measures are…the longer

we will live with varying levels of mini-outbreaks globally.  Success with these 
measures may reduce: 
 1) surges in deaths…and 
 2) overwhelming healthcare systems…and these are good things.  However, success of 

these measures will slow the development of herd immunity and leave larger portions of the 
population that remain susceptible to infection. Thus…keeps the likelihood of subsequent 
outbreaks high

◦ If this is the general status of the global response and effect of mitigation…the 
likelihood that there will still be ongoing, active new infections and mini-outbreaks in 
many, if not most countries, is very high for at least 12-18 months.    

◦ Herd immunity would finally occur…but it would likely be several years from now



 Two directly opposing effects:  
◦ The COVID outbreak and the need to blunt the 
exponential spread to prevent overwhelmed healthcare 
systems
◦Downstream health and societal effects due to the 
economic calamity from “lockdowns”

 A realistic possibility: There’s no threading the 
needle and, ultimately, societies could be forced to 
“stay open” and “take the hit” until herd immunity 
occurs after several cycles 



 Currently a false dichotomy (USA) between “saving 
lives” and “the economy”

 Poor economies have disastrous health effects
◦ The poor and vulnerable are always hurt the most
◦ Rates of many lethal diseases skyrocket in poor economic 

conditions
◦ A global depression would have enormous effects on health 

and disease
◦ USA:  Between mid-March and mid-April, 10 million lost 

health insurance → Downstream effects



 Right now…it’s really hard to analyze and grasp 
the asymmetries of the direct versus downstream 
health effects of this pandemic:
◦UK: Now predicting more cancer deaths than the worst-
case from COVID
 Disrupted surgical, chemo, and radiation therapy

 Missed mammograms/colonoscopy/etc.

◦ Tucson, AZ:  Cardiac Arrest has doubled during the 
“stay-at-home” order





 Where’s the outcry to save every life from TB?

 Guess where the TB is in the world  →

◦ In the countries with the poorest economies

◦Health economics are far more complex than pundits and 

politicians are making them out to be

 The “save every life” vs. “save the economy” dichotomy is a 

false dichotomy



Caveats (Don’t use “Dan Spaite’s Guidelines”)

◦ I speak for no one…these are all soft opinions that 

cost you nothing…so beware

◦ I speak for no church, District, Denomination or 

University on these issues

◦ I simply speak from a career of doing systems 

analysis and public health research…and as 

someone who loves The Church



Facility preparation:  Either…

◦72 hours with no one in the building prior to that 

gathering…OR…

◦Meticulous sanitizing of the spaces that will be used

Aerosolized sanitizing (e.g., airports)

Wipe-down surfaces that will be touched



Preparation…in advance of opening:

◦Work through your planning/procedures with 

pastoral staff and board and come to consensus 

whenever possible

◦Pastor…do a video explaining the plan and make it 

widely available on your website and to your listserv

◦Send out written plan/procedures/guidelines



Preparation…in advance of opening:

◦Encourage that, when you open gatherings again, 

people should come early to prevent large cues and 

delays

 In the worship spaces, provide preservice 

music/videos for early arrivers

◦Continue to provide online options for attendees



Preparation…in advance of opening:

◦Determine maximum “allowable” attendance

The guideline maximums are per space, not per 

campus 

May have multiple spaces without intermingling

◦ If multiple spaces…you have sound/projection prep 

to do



Preparation…in advance of opening:

◦Reasonable first-step recommendation: 

Begin with households staying together throughout and 

no physical interaction with other households

No children’s programing when you first re-open

 SD essentially impossible

 Concurrent/ongoing sanitizing of toys is not feasible



Preparation…in advance of opening:

◦Remember…SD in all spaces

Chairs/pews

 Pre-assign available spaces for households to sit together

 Color-coding or numbers of seats may help with seating 

assignments/dismissal

 1-2 chairs blocked out from seating on aisles

Tables may be optimal where spaces allow



Preparation…in advance of opening:

◦Think like a Children’s Pastor

 Lots of at-seat activity sheets that will occupy kids for 

the entire service

 If colors/pencils provided…put them in a packet and 

have those individually spread out for pick up on tables

 Ready and untouched for 72 hours prior



Preparation…in advance of opening:

◦Think like a Children’s Pastor

Consider ways to engage children and families during 

services

 Brief video/animated Bible or other story

 Specifically engage all ages at least once to create 

“pause” and interest that will help families with kids

◦Consider service length of only one hour



Overall approach: Don’t be a police state

◦Be welcoming and relaxed

◦Don’t drive yourself nuts

There will be a toddler who gets chased down the aisle 

by mom.  It’s ok!!!

◦Remember that even the official guidelines are 

recommendations and not mandates 

May very in different states



 Entry: Regardless of the specifics…manage entry

◦Determine specific doors for entry and leaving

◦ Staff the entry point(s) outside

 May need to set up shade/cover for the entry staff

 Ask:  “Has anyone in your household or anyone you’ve had 

contact with had a fever or flu symptoms of any kind in the 

last 14 days?”

 If answer for anyone in the household or contacts is “yes,” ask 

not to enter and to worship online until the answer will be “no”



Entry: 

◦Everyone sanitizes hands before entry

 Gloves only if required by official guidelines (bad idea)

 Decrease hand washing/sanitizing

 Carry virus as effectively as hands

 False sense of security with touching face



 Entry: 

◦ Provide masks (for all ages if you can get them)

 State: “We prefer that masks be worn”

 Have table with masks separated out for ease of taking the right 

number without touching others’ masks

 Staff should sanitize hands before replenishing the mask table

 Note: It’s essentially impossible to say “We require masks” unless 

that’s what the health authorities are requiring

 Since it doesn’t work for infants and most small children, it’s 

nonsensical to make them required for everyone but children 



 Inside the spaces: 

◦Regardless of the specifics…manage the space

 Point or escort (SD) each household to their place

 Consider one-way flow of spaces if it makes sense

 Provide box/recepticle for dropping offering in



 Inside the spaces: 

◦ Bathrooms

 Encourage “urgent” use only

 One household at a time using a bathroom

 May need to mix M/F

 All baby care/changing diapers to be done outside or in the 

family vehicle

 May consider brief sanitizing wipe-down by gloved, masked 

person between uses (thus, “urgent” use only)



 Exiting: Regardless of the specifics…manage dismissal

◦Determine exit(s) for use

◦ Pastor/host:

 Instruct congregation to remain seated

 Instruct each household/row/area with care taken for SD

◦ “Wedding” style egress

◦ Staff the exit points (standing outside)

 Instruct to sanitize hands while leaving (outside)

 Instruct that, while fellowshipping, maintain SD



What to do about “high-risk” people:  

There’s a potential to create another group of 

“lepers”:

◦ “You’re too old…or too heavy…or you smoke…or 

you have diabetes or asthma or hypertension…so 

you’re ‘not welcome’”



Does “allowing” high-risk people to make the 

decision to come to church increase the legal 

risk for the church?

◦Possibly…but no one knows at this point  

◦Legal risk assessments are theoretical currently



 So…let’s assume:

◦ There’s some increased legal risk for “allowing” high-risk 

attendees

◦ A church’s approach is that they tell high-risk people to 

“attend” online and not in person

◦ This is currently being recommended by some Christian 

legal associations



 What will be the threshold for allowing at-risk people 

to come back to church?

◦ 100 cases in the county in the last month…10…None???

◦Who will make this arbitrary decision…who will say when 

it’s “safe”???

◦ The only perfectly safe number is zero cases in your county 

for at least a month



 My opinion:  Since we may be years away from no

cases…taking the “no risk” option is not an option 

since this would mean a large number of people 

being excluded from corporate worship for the 

foreseeable future



 A viable approach: 

◦Make information about age and co-morbidities widely 

available to the congregation 

◦ Take special care with at-risk attendees

 Examples: 

 Reserve seating blocks closest to exits for at-risk 

households and allow them to be dismissed first

 Consider greater distance in these sections

◦ Allow at-risk individuals and caregivers to evaluate their 

risks and decide whether to attend in person or online



Fact #1:  There will be no no-risk decisions unless 

you stay completely closed

Fact #2:  There’s risk in everything the church does

◦Ex: You have a children’s ministry…and you allow 

adults to work with children

That means you’ve been taking risk for years

And…the only way to have no risk from children’s 

ministry…is to close your children’s ministry



 A sane assumption about allowing at-risk people to attend services

(in my opinion): IF you’re following reasonable and prudent 

guidelines that comply with official public health recommendations 

for churches…the likelihood is very low: 
◦ 1. That someone who comes to your church and ends up infected with the 

virus (from whatever source)

◦ 2. Will also have a bad outcome from severe disease

◦ 3. And will blame the church for that outcome

◦ 4. And will be able to establish that they were infected at church

◦ 5. And will be able to establish that it was the church’s negligence that 

caused the bad outcome



?????


